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Good News! Now you can learn to play the piano with the masterly skill and finish of the best artists. ART SHEFTE gives you the secrets in his new RAPID COURSE.

How often have you wished you could play popular music as it is played by professionals—by radio pianists and recording artists? How you have longed for a quick, easy way to learn! Now the way is offered you.

The genuine joy of music is in making it yourself. The thrill of self-expression! To sit at the piano and play the melodies of today and yesterday, the tantalizing dance tunes that set toes tapping, the merry musical jingles of the latest comedy—there you find the real satisfaction—the fullest enjoyment that music can give.

Learn to be a master of the keys. You'll be delighted to know how quickly and easily you can learn to play well—through the help of these wonderful books.

SHEFTE RAPID COURSE


 Begins with the fundamentals of music. Simply and thoroughly teaches every successive step in a way you can't help but understand.

NO UNNECESSARY EXERCISES, NO DRY, MONOTONOUS STUDIES. Only the essential instructive material that makes you a player in a time unbelievably short.

What every student wants is to PLAY SOMETHING, and to learn QUICKLY. Why waste money and years on dry, dusty, out-of-date methods when you can learn by a modern method that is musically correct, that gives a short route to piano proficiency?

Each Volume $1.00 in U. S. A.—$1.50 in Canada

GET YOUR BOOKS NOW!

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc., 218 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

The Big Thrill of Music Is in Making It Yourself

When you learn to play the piano well you'll enjoy more real pleasure and satisfaction than ever you could know through merely listening to the radio, player-piano or phonograph, or attending symphony concerts.

A Pleasure to Practice and Study with the Shefte Rapid Course

Here's your opportunity. Lay aside your antiquated music-study books and get the best, most modern, most easily understandable course ever published.

With a good teacher you can get quick results. Any competent teacher can instruct you. Don't be misled by the criticism of any teacher or musician. This method has the endorsement of nationally-known authorities—proof of the truth of our claims.

The earlier you start the sooner you'll be able to play like the professionals.
The Toy-Town Admiral
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In the toy department of a little kid-die store,

Dolly Dimples fell in love one day; Her
hero was an Admiral the kind the girls adore,

one fine day he had to sail away. Who

takes the little Dolly's all by storm?

In his natty little uniform?

T.T.A.-4
CHORUS

It's the little toy town Admiral, Little Admiral so bold, With his dinky little sword Hear him shouting, "All aboard;"

There's a
tear in little Dolly's eye,

As the dream-boat leaves the shore,

Till the little toy town Admiral,

Comes sailing home once more.

It's the more.
BECAUSE THERE'S A CHANGE IN YOU

Below you'll find a portion of the chorus of a great new song by

FREDDIE ROSE
Writer of the popular hits

"HONEST AND TRULY"
"THAT'S WHY I'M JEALOUS OF YOU"

- - - - -

Because There's A Change In You

Words by WALTER HIRSCH
Tune Ukulele

CHORUS

Music by FRED ROSE

There's a change in the moon, the birds that croon, Because there's a change in

you, There's a change in my dreams and all my schemes, Because there's a
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GET IT FROM YOUR MUSIC DEALER. PRICE 40¢ PER COPY IF FOR ANY REASON HE WON'T SUPPLY YOU MAIL AMOUNT STATED DIRECT TO THE PUBLISHER

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc., 218 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
SEND 6¢ FOR 64 PAGE POPULAR CATALOG AND 10¢ FOR THREE STANDARD CATALOGS
NOW You Can Keep Your Music Where You Can Find It!

You have current popular numbers and old favorites that you like to keep on the piano—don’t you? But no matter how careful you are, someone always disarranges things and when you want some particular song or piano piece you have got to search for it . . . then when you find it, chances are the insert is missing or misplaced. Continual rummaging through the music each time you want something is bound to make copies shop-worn (dog-cared as they say in the stores). Now you can have fifty of your favorite numbers in a handsome HANDICOVER and save all these annoyances.

The illustration above shows you what the HANDICOVER looks like when partly opened. It is substantially built of dovetailed basswood and covered in handsome grained FABRICOID. YOUR CHOICE OF FOUR COLORS: BLACK, DARK BLUE, RED OR MAROON. Holds 50 copies of the largest or smallest size music published. The drop end makes it as easy to get at the last copy as at the first. The illustration below shows you how the HANDICOVER looks when closed and not in use.

[A Handcover adds beauty]
[to your piano and your home]

Price $3.00 Postpaid (Be Sure to Mention Color* Wanted When Ordering)

---

Carry a KAYO! THE PERFECT PORTFOLIO EXACTLY AS ILLUSTRATED

No Straps—No Buckles—Handles that Will Not Pull Off or Pull Out

The KAYO will save you the time, inconvenience and annoyance of wrestling with buckles, straps, etc., when you want to get at its contents. ZIP—and it’s open—ZIP—and it’s closed. Equipped with TALON, hookless, rustless fastener. The neatest and most practical portfolio ever designed—the last word in appearance and workmanship.

The KAYO holds more than any other portfolio of the same size (16x12 inches) and because of its construction and design is always in balance—a heavy load easily carried.

The KAYO can be used for anything and everything that any other portfolio is used. Many who have use for a portfolio have put off buying the clunky and awkward portfolios manufactured and universally sold.

The KAYO is absolutely different and is an all purpose brief case for anyone and everyone.

A VALUE THAT CANNOT BE DUPLICATED

STYLE C-2—Made of Genuine boared grained Cowhide in BLACK or BROWN. Size 16x12 inches—2 pockets. Price $6.00 delivered.

STYLE C-2X—Same material, etc., as style C-2—but is of smooth finish—either BLACK or BROWN. Price—$6.00 delivered.
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